MO TI O N
ADVANCED ERGONOMICS

All Office, the market leader in office seating, brings you Motion.
A chair designed for enhanced yet affordable ergonomics, by
providing maximum comfort and freedom of movement.

ADVANCED

ERGONOMICS
Motion is a certified Ergonomic chair designed to meet everyone’s
needs. Standard features include a sliding seat, ensuring the best
sitting experience for a wide range of body heights and a self-adjusting
mechanism to provide optimum back support and balance. Motion
has been designed for long term usage with our 8 year warranty.

High tension mesh backrest
Adjustable lumbar support
Height adjustable arms
Upholstered sliding seat
Self-adjusting Synchro mechanism
Gas height adjustment
Nylon base with 60mm dual castors

OPTIONAL FEATURES

· Polished aluminium base
· Adjustable headrest

AVAILABLE IN A RANGE OF COLOURS
Ice

Marine

Teal

Slate

Peacock Airforce

Black

Wasabi

Atlantis

Dusk

Naartjie

Soviet

*

unbeatable 8 year warranty

The Motion chair has been designed for long term usage with our unbeatable
All Office 8 year warranty providing you with peace of mind.

PROMOTING health and wellness

Motion is a certified Ergonomic chair helping your body move naturally, supporting you
throughout the day and increasing productivity. A healthy posture can decrease stress
in the back, shoulders, arms and legs.

USEFUL office exercises for a healthy posture

Using the base of your
seat, lift your body
upward and hold for
5 seconds. Doing a
few reps strengthens
your core to improve
spinal support.

Sitting upright, clasp
your hands and stretch
your arms above your
head, holding for 10
seconds. This will stretch
and align your spine
and supporting muscles.

Connect your hands
behind your back and
hold for 10 seconds.
This helps to stretch
your back and shoulder
muscles as well as
relieve muscle tension.
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Moving to the edge of
your seat, place one
hand on your seat and
pivot to face away from
your desk. Rotating the
spine loosens it’s lateral
supporting muscles.

